Introduction
The study of African religions is gradually undergoing a new phase, characterized by a departure from general continental surveys to more emphasis on regional, national, and ethnic studies. Indeed, it is becoming increasingly fashionable to depart from the general survey and acknowledge the diversity and plurality of Africa's cultural mosaic. In this paper I intend to present a detailed survey of the state of scholarship in the indigenous religious traditions of one such group, the Yoruba of Nigeria. The Yoruba, who number more than 30 million people and inhabit South-Western Nigeria, Togo, and Benin, are one of the three major ethnic groups of Nigeria, Africa's most populous nation. They are also the most studied ethnic group in Africa. Indeed, the prominence of Yoruba Studies in scholarly work is underscored by the prominence of their arts, music, religion and oral literature, all of which have received adequate scholarly investigation.
A survey of the entire breadth of scholarship on Yoruba religion would require a vastness and breadth that cannot be achieved in the context of this paper. My purpose here, therefore, is to attempt an outline of major trends in the study of Yoruba religion, to present a summary and critique of essential works, discussing theoretical and methodological issues as they arise, and to assess the contextual significance of the works. I would also map out neglected areas of study for future research.
Two preliminary observations. First, the study of Yoruba religion has concerned African and Western scholars alike, and any survey of this scholarship must attempt to integrate both. Second, in Yoruba society and culture, as in many other African societies, religion and culture are linked so much so that there cannot be a pure history of religions (Religionswissenschaft) approach or perspective without due consideration to cognate disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. Scholars in Yoruba studies from the disciplines of art history, literature, sociology, anthropology and political science have contributed to our understanding of Yoruba religious worldview and its relations to the Yoruba culture and society as much as those within the regular religious studies fields.
The Beginnings: Missionaries, Travellers and Explorers
We begin our survey in the late 19th century. The earliest accounts of Yoruba religious beliefs and practices were produced by missionaries, travellers and explorers. Some of these people proceeded to Yoruba country to confirm their previously held accounts about "pagan" worship and animist beliefs among the African peoples. Whatever their motives, they came, observed and wrote their memoirs, which testified to the glamor of the ancient Yoruba kingdom. Among such earlier writings were Robert A. Stone's I n African Forest and Jungle or Six Years Among The Yorubas. Also Miss Tucker's2 and M. A. S. Barber's3 works were travellers' accounts of the Yoruba people. They gave edifying descriptions and reports of Yoruba cultural life. However, of all these various accounts, four authors deserve particular mention because of the significance of their work to the modern study of Yoruba religion. They are Alfred E l l i~,~ W . H. Clarke6 and T . J . Bowen.' Ellis was Leo F r o b e n i~s ,~ a British officer, Frobenius a German explorer/anthropologist and W . H . Clarke and T . J . Bowen were Baptist missionaries.
Leo Frobenius is often cited as the first anthropologist who drew the attention of the scholarly world to the ancient 116-Ife (terracotta) art. When he made his visit to Ilk-Ife the sacred city of the Yoruba people in 1910, he informed the German press of his discovery of traces of a Greek colony on the Atlantic coast of Africa. The Ife arts were of such superb quality, that Frobenius thought they could not have been the creation of the Black race. However, the subsequent works of Frobenius contain several interesting accounts of prehistoric Yoruba religious culture. These works contain myths, legends and tales of Yoruba gods and goddesses. Some of the most profound narratives in these works-such as myths and proverbs about the origin of death-are no longer available to us in oral forms. If we could divest the Westerner's biases and errors from their interpretations of the accounts which they otherwise recorded so faithfully, it seems to me that we could make a historical reconstruction of the state of Yoruba religion in the 19th century.
The 19th century was certainly a crucial period, it witnessed the Muslim Jihadists' invasion of Yoruba country, the collapse of old Oyb empire, and indeed a noticeable interaction between Islam and traditional religion. It seems to me that a crucial question for us is to what extent were the accounts of these early observers based on informants' testimony which had already been influenced by Islamic beliefs and practices. This is important to us in clarifying the debate that would later ensue between indigenous authors and their critics. The indigenous authors, such as J . Olumide Lucas and Bolaji Idowu, who wrote the first set of scholarly works on Yoruba religion were accused of presenting a christocentric version of Yoruba religion with an overblown conception of 016dhmari: (the Supreme Being).
We are indebted to Profs. Ayandele and Atanda for editing the works of two American Baptist missionaries who were undoubtedly superb students of Yoruba culture, Clarke and Bowen. Clarke was fascinated by Yoruba culture. H e devoted his entire memoirs to documenting it. As he himself noted this work was primarily to produce "narrations and descriptions of the [Yoruba] p e~p l e "~ and only passing references to mission works would be made. Like other writers around this period, he was perplexed about and concerned with the relationship between the Supreme Being and the myriads of drijli (deities). As such Clarke remarked that the Yoruba people "are rather a peculiar heathen".g He also characterized them as "refined heathens" for they have knowledge of a Supreme God who is approached through "a number of inferior deities who bear the relation of mediator between the creature and God."1°
In the first quarter of the 20th century more ethnologists continued to write about Yoruba religion. Like the previous works, the relationship between the 0ri:d cults and the Supreme Being dominated their discussions. Three authors should be mentioned here, R. E. Dennett (1910 ),11 P. A. Talbot (1936 )12 and S. S. Farrow (1926 . l 3 J. Omosade Awolalu14 has written a fine critique of this early scholarship especially concerning their theories about theistic beliefs among Yoruba people. Perhaps what is significant about these works was that they were all interested in producing a general ethnography of Yoruba people in which religion was obviously central.
Indigenous Responses: Euptologists and Ifa' School
The publication of Venerable J . Olumide Lucas' book Religion of the Yorubas15, marks another epoch in Yoruba religion scholarship. Lucas, the first indigene to write about Yoruba religion was an acclaimed Egyptologist in his life time, and perhaps the only intellectual among the Anglican clergy in his time. Through painstaking research, he wrote that the Yoruba religion had its origin in Ancient Egypt which he regarded as the center of World Civilization. The significance of Lucas' work is not so much in the language affinity he proved to obtain between Ancient Egyptian religion and Yoruba culture, but more in the use to which the work was put long after it was written. The book now belongs to a larger school of thought gaining ground in Africa and in the United States called variously "negritude", "Afro-centricism" and "Africanism." Afro-centricism, according to one of its chief proponents, Molefe Ashante, is an attempt to "reestablish the centrality of the ancient Kemetic tian) an) civilization and the Nile Valley cultural complex as points of reference for African perspective in much the same way as Greece and Rome serve as reference points for the European world."16 Lucas has been criticized by several scholars including W. R. Westcott17 and Geoffrey Parrinder.18 The latter observed that Egyptian influence on Yoruba religion is probably impossible since "ancient Egyptians do not seem to have expanded their religious ideas even to nearby peoples. "lg As we observed earlier, the late 19th century and the early 20th century were important periods in the history of the West African coast. As more and more indigenous missionaries were trained to evangelize their own people, emphasis was laid on the literary and linguistic study of African culture. Yoruba language had a significant place in the scale of things around this period. Through the efforts of Samuel A.jayi Crowther, a Yoruba freed slave who was trained at Fourahbay college, Sierra Leone, and who later became the first African bishop from West Africa, Yoruba was reduced to writing and the Bible was also translated into Yoruba language. This period also witnessed a direct contact of missionaries with Yoruba traditional religion and its adherents. Before long the missionaries noticed the presence and significance of the Babalawo, the priests diviners of Ifa',the Yoruba God of wisdom and also ~j l i , god of the gate keeper, the divine policeman and conveyor of sacrifices. For the missionaries to be successful they had to render implausible not only the structure of Yoruba religious worldview, but indeed, they had to destroy the entire basis for divination and sacrifices. The missionaries therefore engaged in polemical debates with traditional priest-diviners and their devotees. Popular songs and lyrics were composed to teach a Christian counter-position to traditional beliefs. For example, ~j d was portrayed as a devil, whose house is the road-junction and the one who demands for the most prized possession of his clients for sacrifice (Onile'orita, ajg 1tk4 dpbtz?. In the same vogue, Ifa'as 'a system of explanation, prediction and control' of space-time events was particularly attacked. The claim of Babala'wo to resuscitate the dead was challenged; a popular Christian missionary lyric which says: E n i k u k i n'sbrb, &yin onqa, e lo tun' fa' je, eniki k i n'sorb (the dead do not speak, the diviners should reexamine their claims of waking up the dead).20
As a more relevant response to the social influence of the Ifa' priests and their cults, some indigenous Christian priests decided to study the Ifa' divination system and write about its theology and poetry as a preparatio euangelica. This response led to the publication of a body of local literature on Ifa', similar in popularity to the Nigerian Onitsha market literature. Examples of this form of literature are E. M. Lijadu's two significant texts, and 0run'-mil^.^^ The purpose of Lijadu's two books was to show how inadequate Yoruba religious ideas were to the would be converts. It was the first text in our field to use a comparative religion approach.
Lijadu put side by side selected passages from the Bible and Ifa' poetry. He wrote that unless research is made into Yoruba religion, its enduring influence on the "pagan" population would not be appreciated. He blamed mission workers for underestimating the power and influence of traditional priests (Babala'wo) just because they lack sacred literature we], forgetting that it takes several years of training before a Babala'wo is ordained a priest. Rev. S. C . Phillips (later Bishop) wrote the foreword to this book and made some interesting remarks. Attributing the success of Paul to the Apostle's prior training under Galiel and in Greek philosophy at Tarsus (sic, Paul studied with Galiel in Jerusalem), Phillips said that missionary work had not had the desired impact on the ' < pagans" because the clergy did not take the time to study the traditional religion of the people, an indication that the conversion rate to Christianity was low. Furthermore, he remarked that when the diviners discovered that Ifa' divination poetry could be read from a textbook, such as Lijadu has just produced, they would be In the meantime, the University College of Ibadan, a campus of London University was established in Ibadan city. It is to the credit of the founding fathers that a degree in religious studies rather than divinity was established, the first in the British C o m m o n~e a l t h .~~ The emphasis on religious studies was an attempt to give emphasis to the study of African traditional religion rather than to a pure theology program. The pioneering works of Geoffrey Parrinder at the new department of religious studies remained unsurpassed. Although his research and writing covered the entire continent, his focus nevertheless was on Yoruba religionzg to a greater extent than any scholar of comparative religion today. However, it was Bolaji Idowu who laid the foundation for what we may now call the Ibadan school, whose primary research emphasis was on beliefs, and theistic conceptions which gained wide influence on the study of Yoruba religion down to the present time. Idowu's Olddumari, God in Yoruba Beliefs30 is perhaps the most weighty work on Yoruba traditional religion accessible to us today. It was written at a time when Africans were claimed not to have a knowledge of God as is often reflected in the widely quoted phrase "how can the untutored Africans believe in God."31 Idowu draws heavily on oral traditions, proverbs, myths, oral poetry and the q a divination corpus to establish his position that 016dhmar2, the Yoruba supreme God, is far from being a remote God, rather, he is the one essential factor by which the life, and beliefs of the Yoruba people were centered.32 Idowu equally emphasizes the concept of drijli (divinities) that occupy the world of the living and to whom daily rituals of sacrifice are offered. He regards them as manifestations of the Supreme Being. O n the basis of the above, Idowu came to the conclusion that Yoruba traditional religion can best be described as "diffused monotheism". Idowu's interpretation is highly theological for he emphasizes beliefs and very often clothes the Yoruba worldview in Christian garments. Idowu's work and other similar works have been criticized for this i n t e r p r e t a t i~n ,~~ and some scholars have also come to their defense.34 As the University of Ibadan became the center of religious studies in Nigeria, Bolaji Idowu's students spread to other centers of academic learning in Nigeria. Several excellent ethnographic Ph.D. theses on different aspects of Yoruba religion were produced by these students at Ibadan University. Unfortunately most of these works are inaccessible to us because they were never published.35 T h e enduring influence of this school on Yoruba religious studies can still be felt and here one must mention the works of J . Omosade Awolalu who inherited Idowu's chair and whose is an important addition to the existing literature and Samuel A. Adewale's general survey of Yoruba r e l i g i~n .~'
Yoruba Religion and Oral Literature
T h e study of Yoruba oral literature, which was already gaining ground in Nigerian universities since independence, brought about a decisive influence on the study and understanding of Yoruba religious culture. There is virtually no other ethnic group in Africa that has enjoyed such in-depth research into its oral literature as the Yoruba people. Although the primary focus of these works by and large has been the linguistic and literary features of the various genres of oral poetry, nevertheless, sizeable numbers of the materials have religious motifs. Of the various genres of Yoruba oral poetry, those that have had the most impact on Yoruba religion are Oriki (praise poetry) Ese Ifa' (Ifa' divination poetry), &la' (the poetry of hunters and devotees of dguri, god of iron and war), Iwi (the poetry of Eguliguri ancestors masquerades), 0 8 or Ohun (magical incantation poetry). I will discuss the relevant works in each category.
Iwi, Eguliguri chants, are the verbal arts connected with the cult of the dead ancestors (Eguliguri) believed to have descended to the world of the living in order to celebrate with their descendants. The two most authoritative scholars on Zwi oral poetry, are Oludare O l a j~b u~~ Iwi poetry contains salutations and Olatunde O l a t~n j i .~~ "to the sacred power in the Yoruba cosmos,"40 such as Olbdhmar;, the Supreme Being, principal deities, leaders of the Eguliguli cults, medicine men and witches. The poetry also contains significant information on prayers, songs, proverbs and incantations,+l which obviously have relevant religious references. Oriki, praise epithets of individuals, lineages and deities have been better researched than Iwi, and indeed their relevance to the study of Yoruba religion has enjoyed some treatment. Among important authors on Oriki are Ulli B e i e~-,~~ and Karin Barber. In an article, Karin Barber43 discusses the significance of Oriki drijri (praise poetry of the gods) for the understanding of Yoruba religion. Indeed she noted that driki is "the principal oral genre involved in propitiation and characterization of Oris&", prior, in her view, to Itan, narrations or myths about the deity. Barber is of the view that Oriki, unlike other genres, "capture and evoke the essential characteristics of the subjects.. .and have the most profound and intimate access to its inner nature."*+ However, the most valuable research on Oriki is Barber's recently published book,45 which provides an anthropological and literary study of Oriki in bkukh, a Yoruba town.
Research into the Ifa' divination system and its literature has had a noteworthy effect on Yoruba studies. The works of William B a~c o m +ãnd Wande Abimbola4' can be cited here as providing an enduring legacy to Yoruba religious studies. As we observed earlier in this paper, Ifa'study dates back to the 19th century. Ifa'divination Closely related to Gdld is 0gun"s Iremoje, oral poems chanted at funeral ceremonies to honor deceased hunters. These chants not only focus on the devotees ideas about dgun', medicine, and hunting, but also about the ancestor world. Bade Ajuwon's works50 on Iremoje among the Oy6-YorGb6 provide us with insight into their religious and social significance.
The last genre of oral poetry relevant to the interpretation of Yoruba religious studies is Ofo (incantations). Also called 0gidi or Ohun (the spoken powerful words or "performative utterances") they are words which make things come to pass. They invoke immediate action, negative or positive, depending on their usage. They are of restrictive use and as such they are the most difficult form of poetry to investigate. However, their importance in Yoruba cultural life has been recognized by Pierre Verger and Olatunde Olatunji. Verger has examined the use of C?fp in Yoruba medicine making. His monograph ~w p n Ewi Osanyid (literally, Osanyih's herbal leaves but which he translated as Yoruba medicinal plants) remains a useful reference text until today. Verger noted that in traditional medicine, the knowledge of Ofo is essential and not just the knowledge of the scientific name of the leaves used and their pharmacological characteristics. In those Ofo transmitted orally, we find "definition of the action expressed of each of the plants entering in the composition of the recipe."51 Also Olatunji noted that Ofo is more than just a source of Yoruba religious literature. It is indeed an aspect worthy of further investigation.j2 H e further observed that as "the verbal" aspect of magical action, they go hand in hand with rituals and medicines.
We certainly cannot examine here all genres of Yoruba oral poetry related to religion. It is sufficient to say that nearly all the active Orisclu have their own genre which combines praise chants with mythical, ritualistic and symbolic references. The contribution of oral literature to the interpretation of Yoruba religions is vast, and it is hoped that students of religion would take active interest in the analysis of Yoruba oral traditions so that we could have a more composite image of the tradition.
The task of capturing the essence of Yoruba religious tradition in literature has also been undertaken by several authors. Yoruba literary authors seem to deal more with religious than with secular themes. The classic works of Daniel 0. Fagunwa5' and Wole Soyinka" portray deep understanding of Yoruba religious world\~ie\v which even some of the best works in religion cannot match. Regrettably students of religion shy away from these works. As a11 exarrlple of these texts, take Soyinka's 'Myth, Literature, and the . q -i a n Mbl-Id whcre hc discussed the nature and functions of Yoruba myths about the brisci. In this classic: Soyinka protested against thc violent, destructive image of dcqun' that forms the central theme of popular literature and even serious academic studies." Based on the deity's praise-chants and other textual e\,idence, Soyinka characterized 0gun' as "protector of orphans, roof over the homeless. terrible guardian of the sacred occult. Gun' stands for transcendental, humane. but rigidly restorative, j~s t i c e . "~' Wole Suyinka provides an interpretation that would make the deity more intelligible to the modern mind. Undoubtedly. @gun' is a paragon of judicial virtues, an area in which he is rrlost powerful arnong deities: he left no one in doubt about the fearlesness of his judicial decisions, once taken. Whereas most scholars have viewed 0 g u i from the JudeoChristian perspective in which justice and violence are mutually exclusive, the two exist together in Yoruba thought. Even among educated Yoruba, those who would easily swear a f'alse oath upon the Bible or Quran would hesitate to swear a similar oath upon Ogud's ritual objects, even a fountain pen, which is indicative of 0gun"s adaption to the contemporary work situation. They would hesitate to swear a f'alse oath on such objects because they have not ceased to believe in the reality of dgun', even though they now maintain a post-traditional religion or a Judeo-Christian or Islamic world view. There is a strong belief even among the educated Yoruba that while it takes the God of the Bible or Quran a long time to act against sinners and offenders (as both Gods suspend sentences pending a sinner's repentance), the judgement of 0gun' is swift and certain.
Art History and Yoruba Religion
Next, I would like to examine the contribution of art historians to the interpretation of' Yoruba religion. We shall be concerned here with what is often called visible religion, or iconography of religion. As we mentioned earlier on, the highly publicized fieldwork of Leo Frobenius in 116-Ife set the stage for the beginning of'a long tradition of' excavation of artifacts and the study of Yoruba visual arts in general. Today, Yoruba artistic study has become one of the most developed art history disciplines in the entire continent. The available literature is vast, and it is impossible to provide a survey of the scholarship here. What I shall be concerned with are those specific works, especially in the past fifty years or so, which have most illuminated our knowledge of Yoruba religion. A central feature of these works is that their authors were as concerned with the style and aesthetic formal aspects of the arts as they were with their religious functions and symbolic meanings. I will be concerned with works relating to Ifa' art objects, re-~beji, sacred twins arts, Eguli<gunand G&l&ddmasking traditions, Ogbdni secret society, ideology and rituals of kingship, and arts relating to death and immortality. the principal drijri have forms of artistic expressions mainly portrayed as ceremonial objects or objects depicting their power and essence. Through detailed analysis of these objects with a focus on their functions and meanings, scholars have been able to come to a better understanding of several drijri traditions. Here I should mention Roland Abiodun's two essays" on Ori, a significant but less well-known Yoruba deity of destiny and self. T h e first is a descriptive interpretation of the worship of Ori and its artistic forms and the second atterrlpts to use both verbal and visual metaphors to interpret the mythic and ritualistic dimensions of this deity. Babatunde Lawal's" essay also relates the importance of Ori to the general Yoruba sculptural tradition. he arts of~angd, theYoruba god ofthunderandlightning have also been studied. Westcott andMortonWilliamsG were perhaps the first scholars to examine in an article the sy~nbolisni and visual context of Laba-jangd. Lawal's Ph.D.
thesis and subsequent essay also focused on the components and forms of sang6 s c~l p t u r e .~Margaret Drewalb9 who has been concerned with the significance of arts in performance, examined the relationship between art and trance among a group of $'angd devotees. Pemberton's article on ~~h z i -~l~~b a "ẽxamined the role of' this deity as a trickster.
T h e ideology and rituals of kingship were the most dominant theme in the works of earlier art historians in Yoruba studies. Several of these scholars focused on the interpretation of the deep symbolism imbedded in the king's insignia, especially the crown (adel and swords (ida) of office. Ulli Beiern discussed the sacred regalia of blokukh, the Oba (King) of a Yoruba town in 0~4 state.
Susan Blier examined the ObAlhfoh royal arts in 11k-Ife.'2 More recently, Titi E~b a~~ has examined the A r i , the sacred crown the Ooni of Ife wore ritually once a year during the Olbjb festival of Oguri, the Yoruba god of iron and war. John Pernberton'sj4 research has focused on the igb6min2 kingship system, while Roy Poynerj5 wrote a piece on the Owb ivory sword, Udamaldre. Robert Farris Thompson 7 6 , has provided several works on Yoruba sacred kingship, which include beaded crowns and the symbolism of veiling and of sacred birds, two prominent features of Yoruba crowns.
Yoruba masking traditions have produced significant data for research into beliefs about the dead, the ancestors and witchcraft. Egz~lip-zlrimasquerades for the ancestors constitute the most popular of these masking traditions. P o y n e r '~~~ study on the Eguliguri of 0 w b , Pemberton's j8 on the Eguriguri of il5 0 r a h g u 6 , and Margaret Drewal and Henry Drewal on those of ~g b~d b '~ are some of the available studies that touch on religion. Also one should mention the D r e w a l~'~~ study Gilidk The insightful on masks. masks celebrate the spiritual powers of "our mothers": elderly women and witches. From Drewals' studies, we now have a better understanding of witches and witchcraft among western Yoruba people. Witchcraft emerges not as something inherently evil but as a neutral force which can be used for both benevolent and malevolent ends. Another area of interest to art historians is the secret societies of which the most well-known is ogbdni or O;dgbd. Although, the iconography of these cult groups have been the main interest of scholars; nevertheless our knowledge of the religious and social functions mainlv come from these studies. T h . A. H . M . Dohbelmann'sR1 studies focus on the fbrrns and function of the cult objects. Jerome R . 0. Ojo" has been concerned with the drums used in Ogbo'ni rituals. And Hans \YitteX3 examined the conceptions of the earth deity and the ancestors in their relationship to dgbdni iconography Focus on belief in life after death remains a central aspect of Yoruba religious studies. T h e city state of Owb presents a unique tradition of second burial effigy Akd, which has also been the fbcus of recent studies. Three studies have contributed to a lively discussion of this tradition, \Yillet." Abiodun8j and Poyners6.
Research into re ibeji (sacred twins images) has also engaged the attention of art scholars. are often corr~rr~issioned re ~b~j i by mothers of twins to serve as substitutes for their deceased children (death of twins was quite common). T h e Yoruba people ha1.e one o f thy highyst twin birth rate in the lvorld. A\-ailable statistics indicate that they have 45.1 births per 1,000."' Houlberg." Robert Thornpsons%nd several others have produced well illustrated articles on ~b e j i images and a conference on re ~b e j i organized by Ekpo Eyo in 1982 at the University of Maryland produced se\.eral f'ine papers on the significance of the rnyths. rituals and arts of these sacred beings. Lamide Fakeye,"" for example, focused on the rituals and t a b o o s relating to thc commissioning and carvings of ihcji figures.
Lastly, representations of women in Yoruba religious arts ha1.e received attention lately. Abiodun" has contributed two essays to the interpretation of the symbolisrn of the females in Yoruba arts and religion. Drewal and Drewal's works on Gkledi citeti earlier (note 80) also fbcus on female power as shown in the Gkledi masking tradition. We may add here studies on rituals and performance. Omofolabo Soyinka-Ajayi has examined dance in the rituals of the Ori;aw and is also preparing a book manuscript, a substantial part of which will focus on religious dances in Obatala and Saligd worship." Margaret Drewal's recent book on perthrmance in Yoruba rituals is a significant contribution to the field.y4
From the abo1.e we can see that the study of Yoruba visible religion by art historians has brought decisive changes in our perspective on the study of Yoruba religion. Scholars in verbal and visual arts have covered some of the long neglected areas and aspects of E'oruba religious spirituality. Without these works. our kno~vledge about important aspects of E'oruba beliefs such as witchcraft. dgbdni secret society, and Ifa' mystical tradition would have been very scanty. Traditionally, students of religion in Nigeria consider these areas very difficult and, indeed, too sensitive to investigate. These are areas of field research where even the initiated fear to tread. T h e art historian's ability to study images rclated to these bcliefs and practices, supplemented with interpretation of verbal oral narrations is a significant contribution to our field. As a result of the several works cited above we can now reexamine the developnlent and growth of several OriSci cults and account for the diffusion from their places of origin to other areas in Yoruba land.
Soizal Science and the S t u h of Yoruba Kelzgzon
A history of the study of Yoruba religious traditions must recognize the contribution of sociologists and anthropologists to the literature. T w o periods mark the work of these scholars: the colonial period and the last ten years or so. T h e first period was characterized by ethnologists and anthropologists from Britain and America. Se\.eral of the British scholars were connected with the colonial go\.ernment and had influenced the gathering of intelligence reports in the colonies. Perhaps I should state right here that these intelligence reports are not necessarily classified documents but that they contain very useful information about the cultural and social life of the people among ~v h o m the British investigators lived. They constitute useful secondary sources to students of Yoruba religion who are intercsted in reconstructing the history of the cults and religious groups in the different regions.
Most of these scholars published their research in Africa. still the leading journal of African studies in Britain. Here we would cite the works of Peter I,loyd, William Bascom, and Peter MortonWilliams.
At first these scholars were mainly interested in writing general ethnographic monographs on the social structure, laws, kingship systcrrl and economic life of the Yoruba. With independence and the departure of the colonialists' anthropologists, Nigerian scholars in the field of Social Sciences concentrated on secular aspects of society (politics, economy, family. etc.). Religious studies was not of any interest to them. However, in the past ten years or so younger scholars have taken very serious the social-scientific interpretations of different aspects of Yoruba religion and have therefore opened up a new frontier of research. They belong to different schools, and have adopted different theoretical frameworks such as social-functional approach, structuralism, symbolic approach and semiotics which they often want to test with fieldwork materials, etc. Nevertheless, they are guided by one central concern: the structure, meaning and function of religion in society and culture. Some of these works are reductionistic, explaining some or all aspects of Yoruba beliefs and practices as social systems (a position that puts them in opposition to some history of religions scholars), nevertheless the results of this scholarship have enormously influenced the total picture of Yoruba religious tradition today. We would discuss only a few of these new sets of research: Karin Barber, Olatunde Lawuyi, Andrew Apter, and J . Lorand Matory. Karin Barber's research into Oriki (praise poetry) has been mentioned earlier on, but her works also belong to the social-functionalist perspective. Her article on "How Man Makes God in West Africa: Yoruba Attitudes towards ~r i $ i " '~~ is a reinterpretation of drijd cult based on oral traditions. Rather than see the relationship of the 0ri;li and their clients within a purely spiritual context, she argued that the oristi derive their power and existence from the structure of the Yoruba society. The relationship between the 'big men' and their supporters is analogous to the relationship between drijli and their clients. Andrew Apter'sio4 book also adopts a similar approach. Here the nature and structure of Orija and their pantheon is portrayed as a reflection of conflict mediation in the Yoruba polity. H e discussed the concept of drijd, the principles that govern their relations to each other and to the society at large. Also, Apter in a separate paper105 provides a detailed theoretical interpretation of the relationship between myth and ritual in Yoruba Society. The significance of this essay lies in the interdisciplinary focus in which he combined both functional and historical approaches to the myth-ritual complex. As he himself has argued "Yoruba ritual provides an illuminating framework for interpreting the political and historical implications of Yoruba myths and their variant traditions. " l o b Olatunde Lawuyi has written three stimulating essays on sociological interpretations of the roles, symbolisms and functions of three Yoruba deities namely: ~j z i ,d g u i and ~a n~d . '~~ Using primarily secondary sources he has interpreted the nature of these drijh in the light of new evidences and theoretical viewpoints. J . Lorand Matory also has several a r t i~l e s~~h n various aspects of the religion of the 0 y 6 Yoruba people. His forthcoming booklUy on gender and the politics of metaphor will be a major contribution to the study of myth, rituals and symbols in Yoruba religion. P . J . Dixon'l0 wrote a recent article on "Politics, Economics and the Continuity of Belief" in which, following Ardener and Peel and French structuralism, he relates Yoruba beliefs to the political economy of contemporary Nigeria. Also Benjamin Rayi1' in an article has examined certain Yoruba religious ideas that motivate economic behavior. George Simpson'sH2 study of Yoruba religion and medicine fits into this broad category of scholarship.
Yoruha Religion in the ,Vete World
This essay will not he complete without a discussion of the study of Yoruba religion in the Americas. Research into Yoruba religion has been carried out since the second quarter of the century. In art history, two studies deserve our attention: Robert Farris Thompson's Flash q t h e Spirit"" and Mikelle Omari's, From the Inside to the Outside: 7'he Art and Ritual ofBahian Candomhle'. ' I i Thompson's book centers on Africa and Afro-American art and philosophy, and especially the visual images and philosophical thought of African groups in the Americas. H e devotes section one to the Yoruba ~r h o r n he described as "the creators of one of the premier cultures of the world." Thompson examined the impact which the worship of the orisha (divinities) has had on the population of key cities in Brazil, C u b a and the U . S . A . With great analytical skill, Thompson produces detailed descriptions of the fbrrns, aesthetics and evocative power generated by Yoruba sacred arts as they cross the Atlantic to take permanent abode in the new urban cities of Havana. Salvador, Miami, and Kew York. H c confessed, however, that this is just the tip of the iceberg in the visual arts of the Yoruba in the New h'orld.
Mikelle Omari's work is an ethnographic documentary of Yoruba CandomblC arts and rituals among the African descendants of Kahia, Brazil. She presents thc s).inbolic use and meaning of arts in the context of orisha ritual worship. Though primarily on arts. both studies contain significant religious motifs.
Materials on Yoruba religion proper in the New h'orld con-stitute the most noteworthy evidence about the tenacity of Yoruba culture in the Americas. The pioneering work of Nina Rodriquesl l 5 on Candomblk should be mentioned first. H e was the first to give us an account of Yoruba religion in Brazil and to identify it as the model on which many other "cults" of other African ethnic groups are patterned in this part of the new world. An important researcher in Brazil, Edison Carneiro,l16 suggests that at the time of his writing in 1948 the Candomble cult would be as old as two hundred years. Although the cult has all the characteristic features of Yoruba religion in Kigeria, however, there is a strong emphasis on ancestor spirits who are consulted on a daily basis. A conspicuous place is given to female orishas who were in most places associated with water. Two equally significant works in these areas are Simpson's Black Religion Scholars have also been concerned about the status and survival of Yoruba religion in Brazil, especially at a time when Western influence constitutes a big threat to its survival. Verger's essay123 and Russel Hamilton's12%work could be placed in the same context as h'ande A b i m b~l a ' s l~~ ethnographic fieldwork on how Yoruba religion has fared in contemporary Brazil.
In the last few decades there have been several articles and sizeable chapters on the contemporary situation of the Yoruba religion. Arnong these valuable works are Rainer Flasche, Juana Elbein dos Santos and Descoredes M. dos S a n t o~, '~~ Michael J . Turner, lZ8 and Jacob Gordon.l2"1so Juana Elbein dos Santos wrote on the meaning of death among Bahian Yoruba. She also did an interesting study on ancestors' cults ( e e g~n ) '~~ did Julia as Braga, the current Director of the Center for African Studies who, in addition did an analysis of the divination system (eerindinlogun) in Brazil. l ' ' In Trinidad, Yoruba religion is found in the form of "Shango cult" and although it encompasses the core tenets of Yoruba religion as the name suggests, a substantial part of the retention centers on Shango deity, the god of thunder and lightning in Yoruba religion. Among the pioneering studies, one would mention Herskovits,'jL Simpson1j4 and Elder.'35 A significant observation is that several of these writers have also endeavored to examine these works in comparison with their corresponding practices among the Yoruba people of Nigeria. Simpson's work is a good illustration. A conspicuous difference in the structure and content of the "two types" of religion is perhaps the lack of & divination system in 'Trinidad. Simpson has suggested that for the Shango (Xango) cult in Brazil, the province of Recife is probably the most important center. We are further informed that here the Yoruba sub-ethnic groups constituted distinct religious cults at the beginning of the twentieth century such as Egbi, Bonina (perhaps igb6min2), ije'sh2, ilorin, each having its own distinct pantheon of deities. Of importance is the work of Warner-Lewis13b, a Trinidadian who lived in Yorubaland for some time. Her book contains a whole chapter on Yoruba religion in Trinidad. An interesting essay by Stephen Glazier13' on the interaction between the spiritual Baptist Church and the Shango cult exemplifies such studies. H e observerd four possible patterns of interaction between members of the two religious bodies but more significantly, he observed that the percentage of dual membership in both religious groups is quite high, a point also supported by a separate study carried out by Angelina Pollak-Eltz. 1 3 $ Today, a renewed interest in the subject is taking place. Several masters and doctoral theses have been devoted to significant themes in the area. One such central theme is the cult related theory of ~riodernization and scientific studies. 'Two of such works, to the best of my knowledge unpublished, are written by Francis Mischel13" and Dorothy C . Clement.'fo O n the Cuban Island, one should mention the monumental work of Lydia Cabrera who dedicated her own life to the exposition, analysis and understanding of Afro-Cuban culture, particularly the Santera. Her work, undoubtedly, stands unsurpassed in terms of volume and depth. She is in Cuban Yoruba religion the equivalent of Pierre Verger in Brasil. Of relevance are the following books by her Koeko lyawo,141 on how the Iyawo drijd. are initiated, Otan Iyebiye142 (precious stones) and more importantly Yemoya y Ochun.l+" Also her E l Monte1" is about medical plants (ewe orisha). Anthropologist Rogelio Martinez Fure worked on Ijesa-Yoruba religious traditions in Cuba, Natalia Bolivar ArostequiN5 did a survey of orisha religion in Cuba, and Lopes Valdes wrote on AfroCuban Yoruba religion and tried to account for its revival. despite official indifference or even repression. Unfortunately most of these works are unavailable to scholars interested in this tradition.
Since the I have presented here some of the trends discernable in New World Yoruba culture and its attendant academic study. The most urgent need at this time is that major works, such as those of Verger and Carneiro, be translated into English so that English speaking scholars may have better access to them. In fact, it may be said that English is the minority language in the New World Yoruba <JacobK. Olupona religious studies, and a knowledge of Romance languages is necessary for any prospective research. A few strategic translations would facilitate American scholars' access to this corpus.
Yoruba Religion and Histoy) Religions
With those references to the contributions of art history, oral literature and anthropology to the study of Yoruba religion, and a review of the research into Yoruba religion in the New World, I would return to the main discipline of history of religions and examine what works on Yoruba religion have been done in this area. A major contribution to the phenomenology of Yoruba religion was made by Peter R . McKenzie, who, along with Geoffrey Parrinder, was part of the University of Ib&dkn group in its early years. McKenzie wrote several essays on the cosmology and structure of or;?; tradition.152 One important aspect of his research is his use of archival and secondary sources in writing history of Yoruba religious tradition.'" 3M' e see very little of this kind of work in Yoruba religious studies in general. Recent studies of Yoruba religion in the past ten years have focused on what we often called Reli~qionsuissensc-haj't. Ry this we mean the historical and phenomenological study of religious phenomena in their cultural context. In the past fifteen years, religious studies and philosophy programs in Nigerian Universities, especially at ObhRmi Aw6lbwb University, 116-Ife, have encouraged the application of this approach to the description and analysis of data. This revolution and departure from the Ibadan tradition began with the increase in scholars trained in Europe.. Arncrica and subsequentl). at 116-IS?.
Most of them have been influenced by new approaches to the study of religion in these places. Here should be mentioned the work of Isiaaka Laleye15-' a scholar from Benin Republic trained in France. His book L a Conception de la Personne duns la Pensie Traditionnelle Yoruba is a phenomenological study of human life in relation to Yoruba religious worldview. While several scholars before him ha\.e taken thr position that thr: Yoruba cosnlos is two-tiered, aiyP earth and ijrun the skylheaven, Laleye adds a third tier: il; (the mother earth) which he describes as the source of vital power. Today scholars of Yoruba religion have realized the significance of interdisciplinary studies as an attempt to bypass the problems that often arise from a one-dimensional perspective. A religious anthropological study of aspects of Yoruba religion has been attempted by Lawuyi and O l~p o n a . '~~ O u r two joint essays on "Metaphoric Associations and the Conception of Death," and "Making Sense of the Ajt Festival" are new beginnings in this endeavor. It is also hoped that when Ben-jamin Ray completes his work on &divination ritual in Ilk-Ife, our knowledge of this important deity and divination system will be enhanced.
Finally, a few neglected areas of Yoruba religious studies. There is a general lack of interest in theoretical issues as they relate to the description and analysis of Yoruba religion. I agree that theoretical works that contain more arguments than ethnographic details may do no good to our scholarship, yet a knowledge of relevant theories of knowledge is essential. Students of Yoruba religion are generally not interested in historical problems and analysis. Yet in recent times we have seen the disappearance of several Yoruba cults which shows that they are subject to historical changes. For example, the cult of Sonpbna (god of smallpox) has almost disappeared from most Yoruba cities due to the World Health Organization's program on the eradication of small pox. It seems to me that students of Yoruba religion must take active interest in examining secondary sources: archi\,al matc-rials, missionary ancl tra\,ellers reports, intelligence reports, from which historians have written so much about Christianity and Islam in Yorubaland. Thirdly, the relationship between religion and women is still an unexplored area of research. Gleason's book on Oya (cited earlier), and Deidre Badejo'sl" forth-Icoming book on Qsun are indications that, through necessary painstaking research, the nature and functions of female &is; in the Yoruba pantheon and society can be fruitfully researched. Fourthly, it is important to relate our research in Nigeria to the study of E'oruba religion in the New World. Any student of Yoruba religion who visits Brazil, C u b a and the major cities of the U.S.A. would realize the influence of orisha tradition in the Americas. W e urgently nerd works of a comparative nature, so that what has been rctained from the West African coast and from new influences can t~e documented
Another neglected area is comparative work involving Yoruba and crypto-yoruba religions i.e. the indigenous religions of peoples who are known to have borrowed heavily from the Yoruba, e . g . the Fon, the Ewe or Rini (Edo). Here I should mention a recent study of Bini and Yoruba traditions by Emmanuel B a b a t~n d e . '~' This comparison is the more necessary as these traditions blended with "purely" Yoruba religion in Brazil and C u b a . W e can not really d o justice to Yoruba religion across the Atlantic if we neglect its avatars and reinterpretation within the West African re1igions.lGs Lastly, there is a need fbr more in-depth studies of religion in Yoruba sub-ethnic groups rather than the general overview of Yoruba religion that is predominant in research. There are regional, cultural and geographical variations among Yoruba city states. It means that the scholar must be prepared to deal not only with Yoruba language, but with the local dialects. I noticed during my fieldwork among Ondo-Yoruba people, that whenever insisted on my informants speaking O n d o dialects in interview, I obtained more detailed and accurate information than when proper E'oruba was the language of discourse. This leads me to another significant point. I believe no breakthrough can be expected in the field unless and until we pay close attention to Yoruba I hermeneutics and epistemologies, which means that we must be ready to inhabit the territory of Yoruba language and ask questions from therein and not as several scholars have done, position ourselves in the English medium and philosophy and ask questions about Yoruba culture and religion from that position of eminence. There needs to be a forum where theory oriented scholars, be they trained in anthropology, history of religions, semiotics, literary, or cultural studies, meet to start developing new theories or uncovering existing ones in indigenous Yoruba discourse^.'^^ It is hoped that this decade and the next century will witness new research findings in Yoruba religious culture. 
